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Main points for action

1. The school should ensure the security of all entrances during the working
day.

The school had met this main point for action.

The education authority had supported the school in improving security at
entrances. As part of the school’s health and safety policy, the
responsibilities of all staff in relation to security were stated very clearly.

2. As funding permits, the education authority should consider providing
covered access for pupils to the re-furbished dining area.

The education authority had not yet been able to make progress with this
main point for action.

It was currently investigating ways to fund major improvements to school
accommodation within Argyll and Bute.

3. With a view to raising attainment still further, teachers should provide even
greater challenge to higher-achieving pupils.

The school had met this main point for action.

Senior managers, class teachers and support for learning staff had worked
together to provide carefully targeted additional support and challenge for
higher-achieving pupils. Teachers had taken part in staff development
activities to assist them in meeting the needs of these pupils. The school
had purchased and prepared a very good range of additional resources and
learning materials. More generally, teachers had extended their approaches
to developing pupils’ skills in mental mathematics, in writing and in
selecting and using suitable strategies for problem-solving and enquiry.
Pupils’ attainment in reading, writing and mathematics had improved
further since the inspection. The strong ethos of achievement within the
school had also been reinforced.
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4. The school should continue to review the homework arrangements as
indicated in the report.

The school had met this main point for action.

It had completed its planned review of homework, including surveying the
views of parents. The revised policy was very good. It had been issued to
parents and was being implemented effectively at all stages. Pupils were set
a variety of tasks, which were well matched to their needs and interests.
Senior managers regularly monitored the homework programme.

The school had met all of its main points for action.  The education authority
had been unable to make progress with the second main point for action.
However, it was currently investigating ways of funding major improvements to
school accommodation within Argyll and Bute.  HM Inspectors will make no
further visits to the school in connection with the report of May 2000.


